Jury Board Motion 4

1. JHB Appendix C.
   Upgrading criteria.
   Entry to Intermediate level
   Clarify Requirements to: “hearing one protest”
   - Must have Jury experience at National Championship or FAI Category 1 aerostat competition, and produce evidence showing involvement in hearing one protest as a Juror, Event Director, Deputy Event Director, Steward or Juror Trainee.

   Intermediate to Senior level
   Decrease previous protest hearing requirement from 3 to 2 protests.
   - Must produce evidence showing involvement in hearing at least two protests as a Juror at aerostat Continental, World or international events, approved by the Jury Board.

2. JHB Appendix E.
   Performance Bond report
   Add to Appendix E, Report of the Jury President to the FAI
   A statement that a performance Bond release report has been sent to the CIA president within 8 days of the conclusion of the event. Ref: JHB Appendix G, Jury presidents checklist D.2.5. and Organiser Agreement 14.2

3. Applicability
   We recommend that the above changes to the Jury Handbook shall be in effect from April 1st 2019.
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